
“A Division of TJA Use of Force Training, Inc.”  

“Personal Safety isn’t Expensive – It is Priceless”       

Dangerous Defense 
Protection Kit®  
w/Complete Training Program  

Now available for all Outdoor Enthusiasts including:  
RVs, Campers, Hikers, Bicyclists, Fishing, Hunting, 

Walking, Joggers and any outdoor activity”  

Developed by the leading self-protection training company in the United States!  



Why you cannot afford to be without this Kit: 

Contact: TJA Protect-Systems-International 
1301 SW 4th Court • Cape Coral, FL 33991 

http://www.tjaPSI.com 
1-888-785-0100 • Main: 239-458-8235 

COPYRIGHT© 2011 TJA – All Rights Reserved 

****All products made in U.S.A – Dealer Inquires Invited****. 

Dangerous Defense 
Protection Kit© include: 

1. Convienent nylon carrier/holster case; 
 fi ts belt, back-packs, bicycles, motorcycles 
 and more. Water resistant pouch carries 
 personal essentials securly.

2. USB fl ash-drive with a complete training program. 

3. DPS Extreme Range® 5 oz INERT TRAINING and 
 LIVE OC Defense Spray (20 foot range) canisters 
 with high emission fogger, Firemaster actuator 
 w/safety clip. Has bright chrome refl ective label
 for signaling capabilities. 

4. His (black) & hers (pink) 1/2 oz LIVE OC DPS 
 Extreme Range ballistic Stream® (15 foot) hard 
 shell and impact resistant key-chain units with
 belt clip and (2) 1/2 oz. INERT TRAINING units 
 for practice. 

“Nothing is more important than you and your family’s personal safety.” Dangerousness 
has increased nationwide for all outdoor enthusiasts. Dog, bear, wolf, other animal attacks 
as well as dangerous person encounters have statistically increased in every area of the 
country. 

“This is the only personal defensive protection kit in the United States today 
that provides a realistic, lawful and credible training program. It is written by 
a 28-year, nationally recognized self-protection expert and use of force law 

enforcement trainer, Thomas J. Archambault (avid outdoors enthusiast).” 

The nylon carrier case and “powerful” DPS Extreme Range® Defense Sprays included in 
the kit, provides unsurpassed protection for any person who may be confronted with a 
dangerous self-protection condition. The included comprehensive MS PowerPoint® training 
program is specifi cally written with an easy-to-learn format designed to be safe, effective 
and retention based. The course provides all the necessary and relevant information for 
encounters in various environments. Proven techniques for personal protection, evasion, 
escape, accidental discharge decontamination procedures and potential medical issues with 
OC defensive spray is extensively covered. 
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